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experimental data at these lower frequencies for solids volume fractions up to 

approximately 0.30. 

The theory predictions begin to deviate more from the experimental data as the 

frequency increases. Figure 6.3 shows the experimental attenuation as a function of 

solids volume fraction in the Potter’s Beads slurries for the relatively higher frequencies 

(3,3.5,4,4.5 and 5 MHz), along with the corresponding effective medium theory 

predicted attenuation curves. The experimental data and theory prediction for 3 MHz 

show fairly good agreement up to a solids volume fraction of approximately 0.4. 

Otherwise for higher frequencies, the deviation between data and theory becomes 

noticeable at solids volume fractions greater than about 0.2. It should, again, be noted 

here that the experimental attenuation data display a local minimum between solids 

volume fractions of 0.35 and 0.5. And again, these local minima are not predicted by the 

effective medium theory. The deviation at the higher volume fraction and higher 

frequencies could also be attributed to the increased scatter in the attenuation data at the 

higher solids volume fractions, and the attenuation is especially large (implying small 

received voltage signals) for the higher frequencies at these higher solids volume 

fractions. 

A more encouraging look into the efficacy of the effective medium approach can 

be achieved when the theoretical results are compared with other experimental data. For 

example, Figure 6.4 shows results of the effective medium approach (solid curves) 

compared with the experimental attenuation data (markers) of Allegra and Hawley 

(1972), which are for 0.11 urn radius polystyrene particles in water at 3, 9, 15,21,27, 
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Figure 6.3: Attenuation as a function of solids volume fraction at various frequencies in 
slurries of Potter’s beads in glycerin/water. Data are shown for 3.0 MHz 
(A); 3.5 MHz (0); 4.0 MHz (+); 4.5 MHz (x); and 5.0 MHz (0) 
The solid curves represent the results of the effective medium 
calculations using a particle size distribution with 65 pm mean radius and 
standard deviation of 11 pm. - E6173. 

. 
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Attenuation as a function of solids volume fraction for the data of Allegra Figure 6.4: 
and Hawley (1972). The symbols represent experimental data at 3MHz (A); 
9MHz (0); 15MHz (+); 21MHz (x); 27MHz (0); and 39 MHz (V).The 
solid curves represent the results of the effective medium approach used in 
this study. 
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and 39 MHz. For these systems, the agreement between the experimental data and theory 

is rather good for all solids volume fractions over the range which attenuation data are 

available for frequencies up to 27 MHz. Even at 39 MHz, the agreement between the 

experimental data and theory is fairly good up to a solids volume fraction of 

approximately 0.2. 

Based on the results shown in Figure 6.4, the effective medium theory appears to 

describe the attenuation behavior as a function of solids volume fraction quite well, or at 

least when the particles are small and are of an elastic material like-polystyrene. It is not 

clear as to why the results for the Potter’s Beads slurries were not as good as for the 

slurry investigated by Allegra and Hawley (1972). It should be noted that the Potter’s 

particles are soda-lime glass and they are, on average almost three orders of magnitude 

larger than the particles used by Allegra and Hawley (1972). The differences between the 

results for the two sets of data could be attributed to a behavior dependence based upon 

the different, particle size governed, attenuation regimes as was seen in the attenuation 

versus frequency curves. 
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Chapter 7: Theory and Experiments for Solid-Gas- 
Liquid Slurries 

7.1 Theory for the Effective Wavenumber in Solid-Gas-Liquid 
Slurries 

The theory developed in the previous chapter can be readily extended to treat 

suspensions having more than one species, e.g., solid particles and gas bubbles, and 

particles of different sizes. In this chapter we compare the predictions of the theory to 

experiments in solid-gas-liquid systems. 

7.2 Attenuation Measurements in Solid-Gas-Liquid Slurries: 

Measurements of attenuation as a function of frequency were performed in solid- 

gas-liquid systems at low gas volume fraction. The first systems investigated were 

comprised of soda-lime glass spheres (as described in Section 3.2.1) in water at 5 % and 

10 % by volume. The gas phase bubbles were produced first by electrolysis and then by 

sparging air at 150 ml/hr through a limewood aerator (as described in Section 3.3). The 

results of these attenuation measurements are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. In these 

figures, the solid-liquid data are shown on the same plot as the solid-gas-liquid data for 

comparison. It should be noted that the gas phase volume fraction in the solid-gas-liquid 

systems is fairly small. In fact, the gas volume fraction is estimated, by use of the 

photomicrographic imaging system, at approximately 0.02 for the systems where the 

bubbles were generated by the limewood aerator and at approximately 0.002 for the 
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systems where the bubbles were generated by electrolysis (and in both cases are found to 

be overestimates based on comparison with forward theory predictions “fitted” to the 

experimental data). Therefore, addition of the gas phase has little effect on the solids 

volume kaction; and it can assumed that the solids concentration remains essentially 

constant between the solid-liquid and solid-gas-liquid systems. 

Figure 7.1 shows the attenuation versus frequency results for bubbles generated 

by the limewood aerator operating at a gas flow rate of 150 ml/hi-. Comparing the curves 

for the solid-gas-liquid systems with those of the solid-liquid systems at the same solids 

concentration, the effect of the gas phase, even at these low concentrations, is quite 

apparent. The attenuation for the solid-gas-liquid slurries is essentially constant up to 

about 3 MHz, where the total attenuation is dominated by the contribution of the gas 

bubbles. Then, at higher frequencies, the attenuation begins to increase fairly rapidly as it 

becomes dominated by the attenuation due to the scattering regime for the solids. In fact, 

above approximately 6 MHz, the attenuation behavior is completely controlled by the 

attenuation due to the solid particles. This behavior is not surprising as the aerator 

generated bubbles are estimated to have a mean diameter of approximately 141 pm, and 

bubbles of this size resonate at about 0.046 MHz (46 kHz). This resonance frequency is 

well below the range of frequencies investigated in this experimental study. Therefore, 

the contribution to the total attenuation by the bubbles is expected to be fairly small, and, 

the total attenuation in this region should be dominated by the solids. Whether or not the 

true bubble diameter is actually 141 l.trn is not really relevant to the three phase behavior 

in this tail region. As long as the bubble size is such that the resonance frequency is 
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Figure 7-l: Attenuation versus frequency data for solid-gas-liquid systems of soda- 
lime glass beads in water at 5 % (lower curve) and 10 % solids by volume 
with bubbles generated by a limewood aerator with air flow rate of 150 
ml/lx. The solid-gas-liquid data (+) are shown with solid-liquid data (0) at 
the same solids concentrations. The solids size distribution has a mean 
radius of 14.9 pm with standard deviation of 3.56 pm. - E223 1. 
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below 0.1 MHz, the solid-gas-liquid data should behave in the manner shown in Figure 

7.1. A resonance frequency of 0.1 MHz implies a bubble diameter of approximately 65 

pm, which is less than one half of the reported value from the photomicrographic bubble 

measurements. The photomicrographic technique does not, however, overestimate the 

bubble diameter by a factor of two. Therefore, in this context it is adequate to use the 

reported bubble diameter as a basis to interpret the solid-gas-liquid slurry behavior. 

The influence of bubble size on the behavior of the solid-gas-liquid systems can 

be seen when the results in Figure 7.1 are compared with those shown in Figure 7.2. 

Figure 7.2 shows the attenuation spectra for the same soda-lime glass slurries as were 

shown in Figure 7.1. However, in this case, the bubbles for the solid-gas-liquid slurries 

were generated by electrolysis rather than by the aerator. Bubbles generated by 

electrolysis tend to have a smaller mean diameter (as described in Section 3.3), and this 

smaller diameter has an effect on the solid-gas-liquid attenuation results. In Figure 7.2 

the attenuation for the solid-gas-liquid slurries is considerably higher in the 0.5 MHz to 1 

MHz region than it is for the solid-gas-liquid slurries shown in Figure 7.1. Also, the 

attenuation for the solid-gas-liquid slurries in Figure 7.2 is never constant as in Figure 

7.1. The reason for this difference is the considerably smaller mean diameter of the 

bubbles in the solid-gas-liquid slurries in Figure 7.2. The electrolytically generated 

bubbles, with a mean diameter of 5 1 pm, have a resonance frequency of approximately 

0.13 MHz. This frequency is much closer to (but still outside) the frequency range of 

investigation of these experiments. Therefore, the frequency range is such that the 

resonance peak has not completely decayed away to the constant attenuation behavior 
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Figure 7.2: Attenuation versus frequency data for solid-gas-liquid systems of soda- 
lime glass beads in water at 5 % (lower curve) and 10 % solids by volume 
with bubbles generated by an electrolyzer at 40 V; 4 to 8 mA; ~1 W. The 
solid-gas-liquid data (+) are shown with solid-liquid data (0) at the 
same solids concentrations. The solids size distribution has a mean radius of 
14.9 pm with standard deviation of 3.56 pm. - E223 1. 
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observed in Figure 7.1. There is enough vestigial evidence in the lower frequency (bubble 

attenuation dominated) region of the solid-gas-liquid attenuation spectra to suggest the 

presence of the bubble resonance peak at approximately 1 MHz. It should, again, be 

noted that the solid-gas-liquid attenuation curves in Figure 7.2 are not constant over a 

significant frequency range as seen in Figure 7.1. Rather, the attenuation curves go 

through a minimum at approximately 1.5 to 2 MHz, at which the attenuation due to the 

scattering by the solid particles begins to dominate the overall attenuation behavior of the 

slurry. 

The most significant observation which can be made from Figures 7.1 and 7.2 is, 

as predicted by the theory for sound propagation in bubbly liquids, at sufficiently high 

frequencies, the attenuation due to the presence of the bubbles in solid-gas-liquid systems 

becomes so small as to be completely masked by that due to the solids. Therefore, by 

carefully choosing the frequency range of interrogation, it is possible to create conditions 

under which the presence of the gas bubbles (at small gas volume fraction) is essentially 

irrelevant, and the total attenuation is dominated by that of the solids. Also, in the event 

that some information about the size distribution and concentration of the bubbles is 

known a priori, it may be possible to predict the attenuation behavior of the bubbles and 

effectively subtract it from the overall measured attenuation caused by the solid-gas- 

liquid slurry. This approach would then yield the attenuation due to the solid-liquid 

slurry alone. This point will be addressed in more detail shortly. 

Although it is not clear if the presence of the solids changes the gas phase volume 

fraction in the solid-gas-liquid slurry relative to the bubbly liquid alone, it appears that 
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the volume fraction of the solids does not affect the volume fraction of the bubbles in the 

system once the solids are present. This observation is made from examination of Figure 

7.3. The figure shows experimental attenuation data for solid-gas-liquid systems with 

solids at 5 % and 10 % by volume. Also plotted are the attenuation curves predicted by 

the forward theory using the same solids volume fractions and size distribution as in the 

experiments and a log-normal bubble size distribution with a 23 pm mean diameter and 

4.3 pm standard deviation. The bubble size distribution used in the forward theory 

predictions is determined by fitting the theory results to the experimental data. The 

bubble volume k-action in each forward theory prediction is held constant at 1.5 x 10-j. It 

can be seen that both theoretical attenuation curves fit their respective experimental data 

reasonably well. The only difference between the conditions used in generating the two 

theory curves is in the volume fraction of the solids. When the solids volume fraction in 

the theory curves is adjusted for the increasing experimental volume traction from 0.05 to 

0.10, the fit between the theory prediction and experimental data is maintained. 

Therefore, although the volume fraction of the solids changes by a factor of two, the 

volume fraction of the gas bubbles remains unchanged. Thus the volume fraction of the 

solids does not appear to affect the bubble volume fraction in solid-gas-liquid slurries. 

It has been previously mentioned that if some information about the bubble size 

distribution and volume fraction is known, it may be possible to predict the attenuation 

due to the bubbles in a solid-gas-liquid slurry and effectively subtract that attenuation 

from the total to yield just that due to the solids. This procedure has been carried out in 

Figure 7.4. This figure shows the result of subtracting the bubble attenuation from the 
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between experimental solid-gas-liquid attenuation data (+) at 
5 % (lower curve) and 10 % solids (by volume) and forward problem theory 
predictions (solid curves) employing the same solids concentrations and a 
log-normal bubble size distribution with 23 pm mean radius and 4.3 pm 
standard deviation.. The bubble volume fraction used in the theory 
predictions is 1.5 x 10e5. - E223 1. 
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Figure 7.4: Results of predicting the attenuation due to the presence of bubbles in a 
solid-gas-liquid slurry and simply subtracting that attenuation from the 
total attenuation. The symbols represent experimental data for the solid- 
liquid (0) and solid-gas-liquid (+) slurries, and the curves represent the 
forward theory predictions for those slurries and the difference after 
subtracting the bubble attenuation. - E223 1. 
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total and compares it with the solid-liquid attenuation at 5 % solids by volume. The 

solid-gas-liquid forward theory attenuation curve is the same as that shown for the 5 % 

solids shown in Figure 7.3. It can be seen in this figure that the theory prediction 

resulting from the subtraction of the bubble attenuation from the total attenuation matches 

rather well with the solid-liquid data over the frequency range where those data are 

available. There is still a residual “hump” in the theory curve for the subtraction result at 

frequencies near the bubble resonance frequency. This “hump” is due to the non-linear 

volume fraction dependence of the bubble attenuation in this region which prevents 

simple subtraction from completely removing it from the total attenuation to yield only 

that due to the solids. However, the bubble resonance region is not the region of interest 

in this approach. It is the behavior in the “tail’ region, well beyond the bubble resonance 

frequency which is of interest, and the subtraction of the bubble attenuation there yields 

results which compare fairly closely with the solid-liquid attenuation data. 

As with the solid-liquid slurry experiments, it is of interest to investigate what 

effects, if any, would be contributed to the attenuation behavior of the slurry by a more 

elastic solid particle material, such as polystyrene. Therefore, further solid-gas-liquid 

attenuation experiments are attempted in systems containing polystyrene beads (Duke 

Scientific Corp., Palo Alto, CA) of 136 pm mean diameter, with standard deviation of 

13.5 pm, in water. However, no data can be collected due to the presence of other 

physicochemical phenomena which interfere with the attenuation measurements. 

Attenuation measurements could be made in the solid-liquid only systems within the 

same experimental restrictions described previously. However, when bubbles are 
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introduced into the slurry via the lirnewood aerator, the polystyrene particles are carried 

by the gas bubbles to the surface of the liquid phase where a stable foam layer is formed. 

It is apparent that a dispersed air flotation system has been established. The process of 

dispersed air flotation is described by Burns et al. (1997). The foam layer is quite stable. 

and the polystyrene particles were intimately entrained within the surface foam layer. 

The foam layer does not allow bubbles entering the test cell from the bottom to escape, 

and bubbles fi-om the surface foam layer are re-entrained when the slurry is mixed. The 

end result is a continuous increase in the gas phase volume fraction over the course of the 

attenuation measurement. This increase in the gas volume fraction soon causes the 

attenuation of the ultrasound in the slurry to become so large as to be unmeasureable. 

Attempts have been made to rectify the flotation situation, such as washing the 

surfactant from the particles and varying the slurry pH to both the alkaline and acidic 

extremes. In all cases stable surface foam layers form when the gas is introduced, and 

there is visible flocculation of the polystyrene particles. 

Some information can be gleaned from the polystyrene solid-gas-liquid 

experiments. The most prominent point is that, in the event that the density difference 

between the solid and liquid phase is small, gas entrained in the slurry will not be a major 

consideration in its characterization. The results of this set of experiments indicate that 

even at relatively small gas phase volume fraction, the gas bubbles will induce flotation 

of the solids and cause them to be removed from the slurry into a froth. The resulting 

problem of acoustic characterization of foams with entrained solids is beyond the scope 

of this work. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusions: 

The theory of Allegra and Hawley (1972) for dilute suspensions is shown to be in 

excellent agreement with experimental attenuation data obtained for slurries of soda-lime 

glass spheres in water and polystyrene spheres in water. 

An effective medium approximation for the attenuation in concentrated slurries is 

employed in which the equations of motion are derived in a manner similar to that used in 

the dilute theory. However, the effective medium approach considers a solid particle to 

be centered inside a pure liquid “shell”. Results of the effective medium approximation 

are compared with data obtained in fairly concentrated slurries, of up to 50 % solids by 

volume, of 125 pm mean diameter Potter’s Beads (soda-lime glass) in a mixture of 

glycerin and water. The agreement between the effective medium approximation and the 

experimentally obtained attenuation data is quite good up to volume fractions of 

approximately 0.30. At higher volume firactions, there is significant deviation. 

In solid-gas-liquid slurries it is determined that, at sufficiently high frequencies, 

the total attenuation of ultrasound in the slurry is dominated by the attenuation due to the 

solid particles. In addition, the bubble volume fraction in the solid-gas-liquid system is 

not affected by the volume fraction of the solid particles. It is also determined that, if the 

bubble size distribution and volume fraction are known a priori, the attenuation due to 

the bubbles in a solid-gas-liquid slurry may be simply subtracted from the total 
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attenuation in the slurry to yield only that due to the solids at frequencies well beyond the 

bubble resonance frequency. 

Tikhonov regularization and linear programming techniques are employed to 

solve the inverse problem of determining the particle volume fraction distribution from 

the attenuation versus frequency data. Although these techniques are successful in 

solving the inverse problem in several cases, it is also shown that the results are very 

sensitive to the choice of frequency range, the physical properties of the particles, and the 

nature of the particle volume fraction distribution (unimodal, bimodal, etc.). Since the 

same techniques were shown to work quite well for bubbly liquids, the failures in the 

technique results which did occur are attributed to the complex resonance behavior of the 

slurries. 

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work: 

The work which is recommended to further the progress of this area of study can 

be divided into three categories. The first category consists of work which will advance 

the development of the acoustic probe within the current scope of its development. The 

second category is work which is recommended to broaden the scope of the acoustic 

probe development project. The final category is work which is recommended to 

enhance the performance of the photomicrographic imaging system. 

The current status of efforts to solve the inverse problem for solid-liquid slurries 

indicates that the inverse problem for these systems is far more difficult to solve than for 

other systems, such as bubbly liquids. This difficulty arises due to the complicated and 
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multiple resonances exhibited by the solid particles. It is found that satisfactory inverse 

problem results can only be obtained for solid-liquid systems where the solid phase is of a 

somewhat elastic material, such as polystyrene. The lack of distinct separation between 

the various modes of resonance in glass particles makes satisfactory solution of the 

inverse problem impossible in those systems. Therefore, it is most desirable to obtain 

solid-liquid-gas attenuation data for systems where the solid phase consists of a more 

elastic material, such as polystyrene particles. The success in solution of the inverse 

problem for solid-liquid systems of this nature indicates that similar systems should be 

ideal for investigating the possibility of solving the inverse problem for solid-gas-liquid 

systems of similar composition. It is recommended that solid-gas-liquid attenuation 

experiments be attempted in systems containing particles of another material, such as 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or another system where flotation problems will be 

avoided. With a density of 1.19 g/cm’ (as opposed to 1.05 g/cm3 for polystyrene), the 

PM&LA particles are less likely to be carried to the surface by the gas bubbles; yet the 

density is still close enough to that of water to facilitate homogeneous suspension. Also, 

the PMMA is a polymeric material which should be more elastic than glass. Therefore, 

there should be the desired separation between the resonances of the individual modes of 

oscillation which made the solution of the inverse problem for polystyrene/water solid- 

liquid systems possible. 

A fluidized bed or other flow system apparatus allows for better control of the 

slurry properties. A system of this type is preferable if more economical solid particles 

could be acquired to facilitate such an apparatus. 
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Another area where further investigation is recommended is in the use of lower 

frequency transducers. Now that initial investigation has shown that the currently used 

methods of bubble generation create bubbles with resonance frequencies in the range of 

0.03 to 0.5 MHz, it would be advisable to employ transducers which operate in these 

frequency ranges. Acquisition of solid-gas-liquid data down to these frequency ranges 

would provide information about the bubble resonance peaks which would better 

delineate the contributions of the gas bubbles to the solid-gas-liquid attenuation behavior. 

Also, implementation of these lower frequency transducers may also provide a means for 

collecting more reliable bubbly liquid attenuation data. 

In regard to expansion of the scope of the acoustic probe development program, it 

is recommended that solid-liquid experimentation be revisited for the purpose of 

examining the acoustic behavior of very dilute (less than 1 % solids by volume) solid- 

liquid suspensions. 

Another possible direction in which the probe development may proceed in the 

future could be an investigation of the propagation of acoustic energy in foams. These 

foams could be both gas-liquid only and, as has been observed in this study, gas-liquid 

with entrained solids. Another method to characterize such systems could be useful. 

The final area where a considerable amount of future work can be done is in 

regard to the photomicrographic video imaging system. The current status of the imaging 

system allows for making multiple frame “movies” of bubbles and particles. 

Measurement of bubble sizes can be performed and recorded manually with reasonable 

accuracy. However, the combined hardware and software capabilities of this system offer 
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the potential for far more accurate and efficient bubble and particle size measurements 

through automation. 

The Image SXM software package allows for many manipulations of an acquired 

image and has the capability to provide an automated measurement of bubble or particle 

size distributions. However, completion of these tasks will require the creation of user- 

written “macros”, or short program codes which instruct the computer software to 

perform operations which would normally be performed manually at the keyboard. A 

user will need to create “macros” to perform the necessary thresholding, conversion to 

binary image, bubble/particle distribution measurement, and presentation of data, and/or 

writing of data to data files for computer storage. 

Another issue in regard to the imaging system is determining the proper lighting 

which should be used under experimental conditions to obtain the clearest photographs of 

the bubbles or particles with the best resolution of the bubble/particle interface with the 

liquid, or what is referred to as a large edge gradient (Bongiovanni et al. 1997). Indeed, 

there may not be a single lighting arrangement which will allow for optimum photo 

resolution of both the bubbles and particles in a solid-gas-liquid system. It is 

recommended that a study be performed to examine, in detail, the advantages and 

disadvantages of different lighting configurations as described in the literature in order to 

construct an overall imaging system which will provide for optimum use of the existing 

equipment; 
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Appendix A: Boundary Conditions from Epstein 
and Carhart (1953) and Allegra and 
Hawley( 1972) 

Given in this Appendix is a set of linear equations for unknowns which include 

the coefficients, A,, required to calculate the attenuations from equations (2.59) and 

(2.66) through (2.68), or (2.69). These equations are derived from the boundary 

conditions on the surface of a test particle. In addition to the coefficients, A,, and xn, 

of the solution of equation (2.46) outside and inside the particle, respectively; similar 

coefficients arise due to the solutions of equations (2.47) and (2.48), denoted by B, and 

C n, respectively. It should be noted that equation (2.48) is an equation for the vector 

A, rather than for a scalar velocity potential, but only the azimuthal component of A is 

non-zero. Therefore, the solution of equation (2.48) has only the scalar coefficient, Cn . 

The following notations are relevant to the equations presented here: zC = k,a , 

Zy=kTa,Z,=k,a. 

WYZ Zc ( ) + Anzchh (zc) + BnzThA (zT)- cnn(n + l)hn (zs) = 
(A-1) 
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A&)+ b$+~(~,)+ Brzhn(zT)-cn(hn(z,)+zsh~(zs))= 

&in (%) + hjn (zT)- en (h (%) + z”,.& (%)) 
(A-2) 

+ B,bTh, (ZT) = && jn (yc) + En&j, (+) (A.3) 

iup) 
(I 

Z,2 - 26 1 j, (G) - 2z,2 jg(z, 
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(-i~~~zci~(zc)-j,(z,)+A,[zch~(z,)-h,(zc)]+ 
B,[zThh(=T)-hn(zT)]- 

(Cn /2)[rzhi(r,) + (n2 + n- 2)hn(zs)] = (-4.6) 

Here, b, and bT are given by 

b T - :p[ Ci12 -[$+;], __ y (A.7) 

where p is the thermal expansion coefficient and c, is the liquid equivalent speed of sound 

for spherical compressional waves in an elastic isotropic solid given by 

. The Lame constant, x, is not really needed when the speed of 

sound, c, of the longitudinal compressional waves is specified, as one can also write 

2; = c2(1-4q(3pc2)). The above equations have also been given by Epstein and 

Cat-hart (1953) and Allegra and Hawley (1972). However, in both there are typographical 

errors. In Epstein and Carhart (1953), the last j; (y’ ) in equation (A.2) is erroneously 

replaced by hi (FS) . In Allegra and Hawley (1972), the signs of both 

(n2 +n-1) terms are wrong, and the h, (zs ) term on the left-hand side of equation 

(A.6) has an argument z” instead. Also, the first zS after cn is replaced by ?“. Not 
. 
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conecting the typographical errors in Allegra and Hawley (1972) would alter the results 

significantly. 
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Appendix B: Experimental Procedures 

B.l Slurry Attenuation Measurement Procedure: 

B.l.1 General Considerations: 

In all attenuation measurement experiments, regardless of which type of vessel or 

cell is being used, it is imperative that the separation distance between each transducer 

pair be measured once the transducers are installed. The vessel or test cell should be 

clean and dry. The electronics and instrumentation should be set up as per Figures 3.2 

and 3.4 , depending upon whether the Toneburst or FFT/Pulse Technique is being 

employed. It is recommended that, whenever possible, data should be acquired by both 

techniques as agreement between results of the two techniques provides reproducibility of 

results. Also, the Toneburst Technique provides slightly better results at higher 

frequencies and larger attenuations where significant noise in the data may interfere with 

FFT calculations. Conversely, the FFT/Pulse Technique seems to provide slightly better 

results at lower frequencies and lower attenuations where the error the difference between 

the slurry and reference water voltage signals is so small that the error in the 

measurement is of the same order of magnitude as the measurement, itself. This is the 

trend that was seen in earlier attenuation experiments; however, later toneburst 

measurements were performed by having the oscilloscope make the peak-to-peak voltage 

measurement on a waveform averaged over 50 sweeps, rather than making manual peak- 

to-peak voltage measurements in real time. Allowing the oscilloscope to make the 
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measurements does improve the data quality for the Toneburst Technique at lower 

frequencies and attenuations. 

It should also be noted that earlier attenuation measurements refer to a “Standard” 

Toneburst Technique. This technique is just the toneburst technique described in Section 

3.1.2, with the received signal going through an attenuator box, to the receiver/amplifier 

of the TB-1000 card, then on to the oscilloscope. This variation of the Toneburst 

Technique has been all but abandoned as it is sometimes difficult to achieve consistent 

receiver/amplifier performance. Secondly, in most cases it was found that the use of the 

receiver/amplifier was unnecessary, and better (more accurate and reproducible) results 

are achieved when the received signal is input directly to the oscilloscope. This variation 

of the Toneburst Technique is the “Direct” Toneburst Technique. The “Direct” method is 

the preferred Toneburst procedure, and it is the method which has been (and should be) 

employed, unless noted otherwise. 

In regard to the operation of the electronic instrumentation, it is not the objective 

of this work to reproduce information which is available in the various user’s manuals. 

The objective is, rather, to document information which is conducive to obtaining quality 

experimental results, yet is NOT available or clear in the user’s manuals. The contents of 

this work should not be construed as to obviate the use of user’s manuals. 

B.1.2 Operation of the Matec TB-1000 Toneburst Generator and 

Panametrics 5052 PR Pulser/Receiver: 
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B.1.2.1 Matec TB-1000 Toneburst Generator: 

The Matec TB-1000 toneburst generator is a digital synthesizer card installed in 

the Gateway 2000 P5-66 data acquisition computer. It is used as the signal generator for 

all measurements pertaining to the Toneburst Technique. The operation of the TB- 1000 

is fairly straightforward as the software is entirely menu driven. However, there is also a 

user’s manual available in the laboratory. 

The TB- 1000 is accessed by closing Windows and obtaining a DOS prompt. 

Change the directory to the TB-1000 directory by typing CD\TB 1000 at the C:\> prompt. 

Once in the TB- 1000 directory, the driver software may be started by typing MATEC at 

the C:\TBlOOO> prompt. The software will now start running and the toneburst card can 

be turned on by choosing the TB-1000 menu choice. As the “Direct” toneburst method 

will usually be the method used, the user need only adjust the frequency of the output 

signal and the pulse width to suit experimental conditions. More detailed operation 

instructions are provided in the user’s manual if necessary. 

The overall experimental set up is shown schematically in Figure 3.2. 

Measurements should be made at frequencies spaced fairly evenly over the operational 

range of each transducer pair. It is usually preferable to turn on the toneburst card 

approximately one half hour prior to making measurements so that the card has time to 

“warm up”. Also, it is advisable to always have some transducer connected to the 

“PULSE OUT” connector on the back of the computer so that the toneburst card is 

always “seeing” some load while the power is on. If the measurement transducers are 
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disconnected and the toneburst generator is on, an old transducer can be connected in 

place of the measurement transducers. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO TURN OFF THE 

VOLTAGE TO THE TONEBURST CARD (via the software menu) BEFORE 

CONNECTING OR DISCONNECTING ANY CABLES. The TB- 1000 outputs several 

hundred volts. 

B.1.2.2 Panametrics 5052PR PulsedReceiver: 

All signals used in the FFT/Pulse technique are generated by the Panametrics 

50502PR PulserReceiver. It is a relatively simple instrument to operate, and it also has a 

user’s manual available in the laboratory. The pulser/receiver is always operated in the 

“pitch-catch” mode. This implies that the transmitter transducer will be connected at the 

T/R connector, and the receiver transducer will be connected at the RCVR connector. 

The general experimental set up is shown schematically in Figure 3.4 The pulser control 

settings (as they appear on the PulserReceiver unit) which have been determined to yield 

the best results for attenuation measurements are as follows: 

REP. RATE = 0 (Lowest setting possible WITHOUT being on MIIWEXT) 

ENERGY = 4 

ATTEN (dB) = Variable: Setting which is appropriate for experimental 

conditions. 

H.P. FILTER = OUT 

DAMPING = Variable: Setting depends upon transducer pair used. 
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The 1 MHz transducers operate best at a setting of about 

4. The 2.25 MHz, 5 MHz, 7.5 MHz, and 10 MHz transducers 

operate best at a setting of 10. 

GAIN(dB) = 40 

,B.1.3 Operation of the LeCroy 93lOA Dual 400 MHz (Digital) 

Oscilloscope: 

All acoustic signals obtained in this study are acquired by a LeCroy 93 1 OA digital 

oscilloscope. When compared to earlier models of digital oscilloscopes from various 

manufacturers, the LeCroy 93 1 OA is rather simple and intuitive to operate. All of the 

functions of which the oscilloscope are capable are menu driven, and a clear and concise 

user’s manual is available in the laboratory. It is recommended that anyone who is not 

familiar with this particular model of oscilloscope take the time to perform the tutorial 

provided by the manufacturer in the user’s manual. This tutorial demonstrates all of the 

major capabilities of the oscilloscope. 

An important detail about proper operation of the oscilloscope is that all input 

channels (Channels 1 and 2) should be set for a coupling impedance of 50 Q DC. It is 

also important to make sure that the oscilloscope is being triggered properly by either the 

toneburst card (coaxial cable connecting “TRIGGER” connector on toneburst card and 

“EXT” connector on the fi-ont of the oscilloscope) or the pulserkeceiver (coaxial cable 

connecting “+SYNC” connector on pulsekeceiver and “EXT” connector on the 
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oscilloscope). The trigger should be set at positive slope, external trigger, DC coupling 

at 1 MR; and the trigger level is set at 500 mV. 

B.1.3.1 Saving Waveforms to Floppy Diskette: 

The oscilloscope is equipped with a 3.5” floppy diskette drive allowing that 

waveforms and FFT spectra can be saved as computer files for use in calculations using 

other software packages or for later display and manipulation by the oscilloscope. It 

should be noted that when files (waveforms/FFT spectra) are being saved diskette, the 

must be saved as BINARY files IF they are to be retrieved and displayed on the 

oscilloscope at a later time. This information IS NOT provided in the user’s manual. If 

the waveforms/spectra are to be saved as data files for later importation into a software 

package for the performance of calculations, then they should be saved in an ASCII 

format. 

All the attenuation calculations in this study are performed in MATLABTM. 

Although there is a menu choice for storing files in an ASCII format suitable for 

MATLABTM, the files do not store correctly on diskette and MATLABTM will encounter 

errors when reading the files to load them. This problem is rectified by instead choosing 

the MATHCADTM ASCII file format when storing a waveform/spectrum to diskette. This 

format is one which, once the files are opened in the DOS EDIT file editor and the text 

headers are deleted leaving only data, MATLABTM will accept without error. These 

minor modifications to the data files are performed after they have been saved to diskette 

by the oscilloscope. 
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The procedure for storing a waveform/spectrum to diskette, the aforementioned 

details not withstanding, is described in the user’s manual. 

B.l.3.2 Oscilloscope Set up for Toneburst Measurements: 

When making toneburst measurements, the oscilloscope should be set up with a 

standard single channel display. The “Persistence” should be turned off, and the “Dot 

Join” should be turned on. The waveform intensity may be adjusted as per the comfort of 

the experimenter. Under the CURSOR/MEASURE option, the oscilloscope should be set 

to measure “Parameters” in the “Std. Voltage” mode, and the “Statistics” should be 

turned off. Once a signal is acquired on Channel 1, it may be shut off and the 50 sweep 

average of Channel 1 may be displayed by activating “TRACE A”. It should be noted 

that the procedure for acquiring an average waveform is described in the user’s manual. 

After an average waveform is obtained, the peak-to-peak voltage is read from the “pkpk 

(A)” line of the display, and recorded in the laboratory notebook. The time duration and 

scaling of the waveform is variable depending upon experimental conditions and user 

preference. 

B.1.3.3 Oscilloscope Set up for FFT/Fulse Measurements: 

When making FFT/Pulse measurements, the oscilloscope should be set up with a 

four channel display, although only three of the four channels are actually used. The 

procedure for obtain the four channel display is described in the user’s manual. The 

“live” time domain waveform is displayed in Channel 1. The 50 sweep average of the 
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“live” waveform is displayed in ‘TRACE A” on the second channel, and the FFT 

magnitude spectrum of “TRACE A” (average waveform) is displayed in “TRACE B” on 

the third channel. The procedure for obtaining an FFT magnitude spectrum of a 

waveform is also described in the user’s manual. 

The frequency range of the FFT spectrum is determined by the scaling of the time 

domain signal. The maximum frequency of the FFT magnitude spectrum is determined 

the Nyquist frequency. It is not the objective of this study to make an in-depth study of 

signal processing, and an excellent discussion of the FFT is given by Ramirez (1985) and 

by the LeCroy Operator’s Manual. Suffice to say that the Nyquist frequency is equal to 

one half of the effective sampling frequency (after decimation), and the effective 

sampling frequency is determined by the scaling of the time domain waveform. It is 

recommended that the time domain scaling be set so that the Nyquist frequency is 5.00 

MHz for the 1.0 MHz and 2.25 MHz transducers, and that the Nyquist frequency is 12.5 

MHz for the 5.0 MHz, 7.5 MHz, and 10.0 MHz transducers. It should be noted that there 

is also a useful discussion and exercise on the use of the FFT and decimation by Dr. 

Margaret Greenwood of the Battelle Pacific Northwest National Laboratory beginning 

on page 38 of the laboratory notebook numbered APD-005. It is recommended that this 

discussion and exercise be studied by any user not familiar with the use of FFT’s. 

It is preferable to use a rectangular sampling window for the FFT/Pulse 

measurements. The time domain waveform (pulse) should be centered as well as possible 

in the window. This should be done as the FFT algorithm assumes periodicity of the 

waveform, and waveform position in the window can affect FFT results (cf. Ramirez 
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1985). The amplitude scaling of the time domain signal should be set according to 

. 
experimental conditions. 

To perform the FFT analysis, a time domain waveform of the received pulse 

should be acquired and displayed in Channel 1. The amplitude (voltage) scaling should 

be adjusted, together with the attenuation settings on the Pulser/Receiver, if necessary, to 

obtain a distinct received pulse waveform. An average waveform should then be 

acquired in “TRACE A”. The averages are generally performed over 50 sweeps, the 

number of sweeps can be changed if experimental conditions; i.e., rapidly separating 

systems, dictate. Once the average has been performed and displayed by the 

oscilloscope, the sample acquisition in the “live” waveform should be stopped by 

pressing the “STOP” button on the control panel of the oscilloscope. The FFT magnitude 

spectrum of the average waveform should be performed as described in the user’s 

manual. Once the FFT magnitude spectrum has been acquired, the spectrum should be 

saved to diskette in an ASCII MATHCADTM format as described in Section B. 1.3.1. It 

should be noted that a “hard copy” of the oscilloscope display should be made by 

pressing the “SCREEN DUMP” button on the control panel of the oscilloscope. 

B.1.4 Operation of the Photomicrographic Video Imaging System: 

Bubble size measurements and volume fraction estimates are obtained by using 

the video imaging system described in Section 3.1.3. Video Images are obtained using 

the Company 7 “Questar” QM-100 long distance microscope which is coupled, as a 

single unit, to a Cohu Model 4810 monochrome CCD video camera. There is a user’s 
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manual for both the microscope and video camera available in the laboratory which 

describe procedures as to the care and maintenance of these instruments. It should be 

noted that the camera is “on” whenever the AC power adapter is plugged in. The 

microscope/camera unit is mounted on a sliding track which allows for variability of the 

working distance; i.e., the distance between the microscope objective and object to be 

studied. In the experiments performed in this study, it was found that a working distance 

of 17.8 cm (7”) allowed for the widest range of bubble size measurements without 

changing the focus of the microscope. Achieving the widest range of measurements is 

important in that any time the focus or working of the microscope is changed, the 

calibration must be performed to reset the pixel to distance scale in the image analysis 

software. 

Backlighting is provided by a strobotach directly behind the sample cell at a 

distance of 61 cm (24”). The strobotach is synchronized to the video camera via the wire 

lead protruding from the back of the camera. This wire is connected to the vertical update 

“pin” on the “U8” integrated circuit chip in the camera. The schematic diagram of this 

chip is available in the laboratory in the Installation and Operation Instructions manual 

for the camera. The synchronization lead wire is connected by a coaxial cable to the 

“GATE/TRIG IN” connector on the Global Specialties Corporation 40001 Pulse 

Generator.. The pulse generator is used to trigger the strobotach. The vertical update 

signal from the camera has a frequency which is actually twice the frame/second rate of 

the camera. The camera updates at twice the frame/second rate because the odd 

numbered lines on the CCD chip are acquired first, then the even numbered lines are 
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“filled in”. Therefore, the vertical update rate of the camera (60 Hz) is twice the 

frame/second rate (30 Hz), and the vertical update signal must be effectively divided by 

two by the pulse generator in order to synchronize the strobotach such that moving 

bubbles will be “frozen” in the acquired images. The pulse generator is then connected to 

the strobotach by connecting the “VAR OUT” connector on the pulse generator, via 

coaxial cable, to the “INPUT” connector on the strobotach. The amplitude of the pulse 

generator signal should be adjusted, by trial and error, to be sufficient in amplitude to 

trigger the strobotach. 

Calibration of the microscope/camera unit must be performed each time the focus 

or working distance of the microscope is changed. This calibration is performed using a 

reticle mounted on a Plexiglas plate. The reticle has a series of linear and circular scales 

the dimensions of which are marked on the reticle. The reticle is rated by the 

manufacturer (Edmund Scientific Company, Barrington, NJ) to be accurate to within 2 

pm. Calibration is performed by immersing the reticle in the liquid in which the sample 

is suspended. The focus is set so that the image of the reticle is as clear as possible, and 

then the focus is NOT to be changed during bubble measurements without recalibrating. 

It is preferable to focus on the 0.005” (127 pm) circle on the reticle as it is the smallest 

calibration feature. Once the image is focused, a one or two frame “movie” should be 

acquired using the image analysis software and saved to be added to stacks of movie 

frames of bubbles (the procedure for making movies will be discussed in the next 

paragraph). An example image of the reticle used in calibration is shown in Figure B. 1. 
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Photograph of the 0.005” diameter circle on the reticle used in calibrating Figure B. 1: 
the photomicrographic video imaging system. 
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The movie frames containing the reticle image will then be measured to set the pixel to 

length scale in the image analysis software. 

The images acquired by the microscope/camera unit are analyzed using the Image 

SX” image analysis software package installed on the Apple Power Macintosh G3 

computer which is interfaced with the microscope/camera unit. The Image SxM image 

analysis software package does not have a user’s manual per se, but it is almost identical 

to the NIH Image image analysis software package available through the National 

Institutes of Health. The NfH Image image analysis software package has an online 

manual available at the NIH Internet site at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih- 

image/manual/Contents.html. Images are obtained by opening Image SXV on the 

desktop of the Power Macintosh. When the Image SXM folder opens, open the program 

by double clicking on the Image SXM icon. When the program is open, a live video 

image can be obtained by clicking on the “Special” menu choice and choosing the “Start 

Capturing” option. Movies are acquired by selecting the entire image screen and then 

choosing the “Stacks” menu choice. Choose “Make Movie” option and follow the menu 

options which appear. It is usually desirable to acquire about 40 frames in each movie, 

but this number can be adjusted to match experimental conditions. An example bubble 

image is shown in Figure B.2. The details of these procedures are described in the online 

manual, and the manual should be examined by user’s not familiar with this software 

package. 

When a movie has been acquired, frames which do not have any images should be 

deleted from the “stack” as per the user’s manual to conserve disk space on the computer. 
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Figure B-2: Photograph of a electrolytically generated “bubble stream”. The bubbles are 
are generated at 40 V, 6 to 8 mA, ~1 W. 
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Also, the image f?ames of the reticle should be added to the image stack and saved with 

the movie. Calibration is perfomied by using the straight line tool to draw a diameter 

across the reticle circle. Then choose the “Analyze” menu choice and choose the “Set 

Scale” option. Enter the known distance in the appropriate units and click on the “OK” 

choice. The pixel to length scale is now set. It is usually a good idea to measure the 

reticle circle diameter vertically, horizontally, and on each diagonal and average the 

reported pixel/pm conversion factor to be used in scaling. This average value can then be 

entered manually in the set scale procedure instead of the known distance of the reticle 

diameter. 

Once the scale has been set, size measurements can be made on images by using a 

similar technique. The straight line tool is used to draw a diameter across a bubble of 

interest, and the “Analyze” menu choice is chosen. Now the “Measure” option should be 

chosen and the length of the line drawn will be displayed in microns in the “Info” display 

box. The measurement should be recorded. Measurement should only be made on 

bubbles which are in focus and are not touching other bubbles or the edge of the image 

frame. The backlighting will cause some error due to shadowing in the bubble size 

measurement. Therefore, a calibration curve of measured versus true size of polystyrene 

optical standard particles is shown in Figure B.3. 

One set of bubble size measurements is performed for bubbles generated in water 

both by electrolysis and aeration. Photographs are made of these bubbles using the above 

technique, and size mesurements are performed using the above procedure. The results of 

these measurements are used to estimate a bubble size distribution for bubbles generated 
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electrolytically at 40 V; 6 to 8 rnA; < 1 W. This size distribution is determined to have a 

mean diameter of 5 1 pm and a standard deviation of 26 pm. A log-normal size 

distribution is fitted to these data, and the results are shown in Figure B.4. 

Volume fraction estimation is obtained from knowledge of the field of view and 

depth of field of the microscope at a particular working distance, and the number of 

bubbles in a given frame averaged over the number of frames in the movie stack. This 

estimation, of course, assumes that the bubbly liquid is well mixed, and the image field is 

representative of conditions throughout the sample cell. 
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Figure B.4: Bubble size distribution determined by the microphoto,sraphic video 
imaging system and the log-normal size distribution fitted to the data. 
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Appendix C: MATLABTM Routines 

The following pages contain some of the various MATLAEP routines used to 

calculate attenuation from raw voltage data in slurries and then plot calculated attenuation 

as either a function of frequency or solids concentration. 

Not all the existing MATLABTM routines are shown in this appendix. The reason 

for this is because many of the routines are simply variations of one-another. Therefore, 

for the sake of brevity, only the most important “watershed” routines, upon which all the 

others are derived, are shown. 

The routines are annotated with comment lines to explain the progression of data 

manipulation within the routines. Each version of MATLAESTM is provided with a user’s 

manual, and the later versions available in our laboratories also have on-line help through 

NetscapeTM. The User’s Guide (black cover book) from the earliest version (v.4.2~. 1) of 

MATLABTM is available in the laboratory. Although, new versions of MATLAESTM have 

been installed on the laboratory computers, this user’s manual contains a tutorial on the 

basic functions and capabilities of MATLAB TM . It is recommended that anyone who is 

not familiar with MATLABTM take the time to read and follow the tutorial to gain 

experience in using this software package. 
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o/~This program calculates attenuation vs frequency in slees of 

%Soda-lime glass beads using Direct 
%(Toneburst) Oscilloscope Data 
%(called DIRECT.m) 

%Load 0.5 MHz water data 
load s 1 wdp5 .dat 
fkp5=[slwdp5(:,1)]; 
vwp5=[slwdp5(:,2)]; 

%Load 0.5 MHz slurry data 
load slsdp5.dat 
fsp5=[slsdpS(:,l)]; 
vsp5=[slsdp5(:,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz water data 
load s 1 wdl .dat 
fwl=[slwdl(:,l)]; 
vwl=[slwdl(:,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz slurry data 
load slsdl.dat 
fsl=[slsdl(:,l)]; 
vsl=[slsdl(:,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz water data 
load s 1 wd2.dat 
fw2=[slwd2(:,1)]; 
vw2=[slwd2(:,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz slurry data 
load slsd2.dat 
fs2=[slsd2(:,1)]; 
vs2=[slsd2(:,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz water data 
load slwd5.dat 
ti5=[slwd5(:,1)]; 
vw5=[slwd5(:,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz slurry data 
load s 1 sd5 .dat 
fs5=[slsd5(:,1)]; 
vs5=[slsd5(:,2)]; 
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%Load 7.5 MHz water data 
load s 1 wd7.dat 
fw7=[slwd7(:,1)]; 
vwl-/=[slwd7(:,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz slurry data 
load s 1 sd7.dat 
fs7=[slsd7(:,1)]; 
vs7=[slsd7(:,2)]; 

%Load 10.0 MHz water data 
load slwdlO.dat 
fwlO=[slwdlO(:,l)]; 
vwlO=[slwd10(:,2)]; 

%Load 10.0 MHz slurry data 
load slsdlO.dat 
fslO=[slsdlO(:,l)]; 
vs1O=[slsd10(:,2)]; 

OhInput Transducer Separation Distances in cm 
dp5=4.006*2.54; 
d1=4.006*2.54; 
d2=3.9875*2.54; 
d5=4.072*2.54; 
d7=1.986*2.54; 
d10=2.040*2.54; 

%Calculate Slurry to Water voltage ratios 
vrp5=vsp5./vwp5; 
vrl=vsl./vwl; 
vr2=vs2./vw2; 
vr5=vs5 ./vw5; 
vr7=vs7./vw7; 
vr10=vs10./vw10; 

%Calculate logs of voltage ratios 
lvrp5=logl O(vrp5); 
lvrl=loglO(vrl); 
lvr2=log 1 O(vr2); 
lvr5=log 1 O(vr5); 
lvr7=log 1 O(vr7); 
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%Calculate attenuation 
ap5=-1 .O*(lvrp5/dp5) 
al=-1 .O*(lvrl/dl) 
a2=-1 .o*(lvr2/d2) 
a5=-1 .O*(lvr5/d5) 
a7=-1 .O*(lvr7/d7) 
alO=-l.O*(lvrlO/dlO) 

%Rectify with theory (put in Np/cm using natural logarithms) 
ap5=ap5*2.302; 
al=al*2.302; 
a2=a2*2.302; 
a5=a5*2.302; 
a7=a7*2.302; 
alO=a10*2.302; 

%Use one set of frequencies per transducer to plot 
f-p5=fivp5; 
fl=fwl; 
f2=fw2; 
f5=fw5; 
f7=fw7; 
flO=tilO; 

%Convert Frequency into Hz 
fp5=1 .Oe6*fp5 
fl=l.Oe6*fl 
f2=1 .Oe6*f2 
fi=l .Oe6*f5 
fl=l .Oe6*f7 
flO=l.Oe6*flO 

%Plot results 
loglog(fp5,ap5,‘.‘) 
%title(‘Direct Oscilloscope Measurements-5% glass (5 micron)‘) 
ylabel(‘Attenuation (dEVcm)‘) 
xlabel(‘Frequency (Hz)‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fl,al,‘.‘) 
hold on 
loglog(f2@,‘.‘) 
hold on 
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loglog(f5$5,‘.‘) 
hold on 
loglog(f;r,a7,‘.‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fIO,a10,‘.‘) 
hold on 

************************* Em OF DIRECT-M ***************************** 

%Program to plot average attenuation vs concentration at various fixed 
%fi-equencies for Dense Potters Beads Slurries in Glycerol/water Mixture 
%(Called AVSPH1.m) 

%Concentration (volume fraction) arrays 
clp5=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.5O];%f+5 MHZ 
clp75=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50];%+1.75 MHz 
c2=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.5O];%f=2.0 MHz 
c2p25=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50];%2.25 MHz 
c2p5=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50];%+2.5 MHz 
c2p75=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.5O];%f=2.75 MHz 
c3=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.5O];%f=3.0 MHZ 
c3p5=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.501$&f-3.5 MHz 
c4=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.5O];%f=4.0 MHZ 
c4p5=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50];%+4.5 MHz 
c5=[0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.45 0.50];%+5.0 MHZ 

%Attenuation Arrays--Attenuations are average values at tieqs. where transducers 
%overlap and data from multiple experiments is available. 
alp5=[0.0388 0.0578 0.0839 0.111 0.148 0.149 0.189 0.2811; 
alp75=[0.0436 0.0833 0.119 0.152 0.203 0.202 0.257 0.4111; 
a2=[0.0731 0.122 0.160 0.205 0.240 0.243 0.303 0.4371; 
a2p25=[0.0794 0.164 0.232 0.299 0.361 0.3 18 0.350 0.4861; 
a2p5=[0.135 0.232 0.3 19 0.393 0.502 0.449 0.43 1 0.4591; 
a2p75=[0.144 0.310 0.426 0.528 0.664 0.598 0.540 0.5721; 
a3=[0.195 0.414 0.543 0.660 0.847 0.778 0.792 0.7481; 
a3p5=[0.321 0.596 0.679 0.872 1.20 1.36 1.40 1.281; 
a4=[0.469 0.961 1.16 1.65 2.33 2.19 2.37 2.211; 
a4p5=[0.613 1.16 1.56 2.44 3.32 2.91 3.57 3.741; 
a5=[0.887 1.39 2.23 3.09 3.89 4.70 5.941; 

%Plot Results 
semilogy(clp5,alp5,‘r-‘) 
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hold on 
axis([O.O 0.6 0.0 6.01) 
semilogy(clp75,alp75,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c2@,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c2p25&p25,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c2p5$2p5,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c2p75&p75,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c3,a3,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
xlabel(‘Solids Volume Fraction’) 
ylabel(‘Attenuation (Npkm)‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c3p5,a3p5,‘y-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c4,a4,‘y-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c4p5,a4p5,‘y-‘) 
hold on 
semilogy(c5,aS,‘y-‘) 
hold on 

*************************E~ OF AVCJD~~D(-jC *************************** 

%Program to calculate attenuation by FFT 
%of three phase systems of soda lime glass beads 
%in water at vol. fract.- 0.10 
%with air generated bubbles at 100 ml/min (called sgll .m) 

%Load FFT magnitude data files 
%Load 5 h4Hz water data 
load cont5w.dat 
%choose only the frequencies in the effective x-ducer operating range 
%and disregard the rest..do for all x-ducer pairs. 
n5w=max(size(cont5w)); 

%Load 5 MHz slurry w/out bubbles data 
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load cont5s.dat 
n5s=max(size(cont5s)); 
fs5=[cont5s(0.20*n5s:0.5*n5s,l)]; 
v5sag=[cont5s(0.20*n5s:0.5*n5s,2)]; 

%Load 5 MHz slurry w/ bubble data 
load cont5b.dat 
n5b=max(size(cont5b)); 
fs5b=[cont5b(0.20*n5b:0,5*n5b,l)]; 
v5sagb=[cont5b(0.20*n5b:0.5*n5b,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz water data 
load cont2w.dat 
n2w=max(size(cont2w)); 
fiv2=[cont2w(0.25*n2w:0.5*n2w,l)]; 
v2wag=[cont2w(0.25*n2w:0.5*n2w,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz slurry w/out bubbles data 
load cont2s.dat 
n2s=max(size(cont2s)); 
fs2=[cont2s(0.25*rGs:0.5*n2s,l)]; 
v2sag=[cont2s(0.25*n2s:0.5*n2s,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz slurry with bubble bubble data 
load cont2b.dat 
rGb=max(size(cont2b)); 
fs2b=[cont2b(0.25*tQb:0.5*tQb,l)]; 
v2bag=[cont2b(0.25*n2b:O.5*62b,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz water data 
load cant 1 w.dat 
nlw=max(size(contlw)); 
fwl=[contlw(0.14*nlw:0.25*nlw,l)]; 
vlwag=[contlw(0.l4*nlw:0.25*nlw,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz slurry w/out bubbles data 
load contl s.dat 
nl s=max(size(cont 1 s)); 
fsl=[contls(0.l4*nls:0.25*nls,1)]; 
vlsag=[contls(0.14*nls:0.25*nls,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz bubble data 
load cant 1 b.dat 
nl b=max(size(cont 1 b)); 
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%Load 0.5 MHz water data 
load thruyp5w.dat 
np5w=max(size(thruyp5w)); 
fivp5=(thruyp5w(0.03*np5w:0.07*np5w, l)]; 
vp5wag=[thruyp5w(0.03*np5w:O.O7*np5w,2)]; 

%Load 0.5 MHz sltmy w/out bubbles data 
load thruyp5s.dat 
np5s=max(size(thruyp5s)); 
fsp5=[thruyp5s(0.03*np5s:O.O7*np5s,l)]; 
vp5sag=[thruyp5s(0.03*np5s:O.O7*np5s,2)]; 

%Load 0.5 MHz slurry with bubble bubble data 
load thruyp5b.dat 
np5b=max(size(thruyp5b)); 
fsp5b=[thruyp5b(0.03*np5b:O.O7*np5b,l)]; 
vp5bag=[thruyp5b(0.03*np5b:O.O7*np5b,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz water data 
load cont7w.dat 
n7w=max(size(cont7w)); 
ti7=[cont7w(O.3*n7w:0.4*n7w,l)]; 
v7wag=[cont7w(0.3*n7w:0.4*n7w,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz slurry w/out bubbles data 
load cont7s.dat 
n7s=max(size(cont7s)); 
fs7=[cont7s(0.3*n7s:0.4*n7s,l)]; 
v7sag=[cont7s(0.3*n7s:0.4*n7s,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz slurry w/ bubble data 
load cont7b.dat 
n7b=max(size(cont7b)); 
fs7b=[cont7b(0.3*n7b:0.4*n7b,l)]; 
v7sagb=[cont7b(0.3*n7b:0.4*n7b,2)]; 

%Load 10 MHz water data 
load cant 1 Ow.dat 
n 1 Ow=max(size(cont low)); 
fw1O=[contlOw(0.35*nlOw:0.8*n10w,1)]; 
vlOwag=[contlOw(0.35*nlOw:0.8*n10w,2)]; 
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%Load 10 h4Hz polysty slurry w/out bubbles data 
load cant 1 Os.dat 
nl Os=max(size(cont 10s)); 
fs10=[cont10s(0.35*n10s:0.8*nlOs,l)]; 
vlOsag=[cont10s(0.35*nlOs:0.8*n10s,2)]; 

%Load 10 MHz slurry w/ bubble data 
load cant 1 Ob.dat 
nl Ob=max(size(cont 1 Ob)); 
fslOb=[contlOb(0.35*nlOb:0.8*n10b,l)]; 
vlOsagb=[contlOb(0.35*n10b:0.8*nlOb,2)]; 

OhCorrect Vo g lta e Values for Receiver Attenuation and gain 
v5wg=v5wag./(l0.^((40-54)/20)); 
v5sgb=v5sagb./( 10.*((40-46)/20)); 
v2sg=v2sag./( 10.“((40-44)/20)); 
v2bg=v2bag./( 10.“((40-44)/20)); 
v5sg=v5sag./( 10.*((40-46)/20)); 
v2wg=v2wag./( 10.“((40-46)/20)); 
v 1 wg=v 1 wag./( 1 0.A((40-50)/20)); 
v 1 sg=v 1 sag./( 10.*((40-50)/20)); 
vlbg=vlbag./(l0.*((40-50)/20)); 
vp5wg=vp5wag./( 10.“((40-46)/20)); 
vp5sg=vp5sag./( 10.*((40-46)/20)); 
vp5bg=vp5bag./( 10.^((40-46)/20)); 
v7wg==v7wag./( 10.*((40-48)/20)); 
v7sgb=v7sagb./( 10./‘((40-34)/20)); 
v7sg=v7sag./( 10.*((40-34)/20)); 
v10wg=v10wag./(10.*((40-38)/20)); 
v10sgb=v10sagb./(10.“((40-24)/20)); 
v10sg=v10sag./(10.“((40-24)/20)); 

%Renaming variables to be less confusing 
v5w=v5wg; 
v5sb=v5sgb; 
v2s=v2sg; 
v2b=v2bg; 
v5s=v5sg; 
v2w=v2wg; 
vlw=vlwg; 
vls=vlsg; 
vlb=vlbg; 
vp5w=vp5wg; 
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vp5Fvp5sg; 
vp5b=vp5bg; 
v7w=v7wg; 
v7sb=v7sgb; 
v7Fv7sg; 
v1Ow=vlOwg; 
vlOsb=vlOsgb; 
v1os=v1osg; 

OhVoltage ratios 
vr2b=v2b./v2w; 
vr5b-v5sb./v5w; 
vr2s=v2s./v2w; 
vr5s==y5s./v5w; 
vrls=vls./vlw; 
vrlb=vlb./vlw; 
vrp5s=vp5s./vp5w; 
vrp5b=vp5b./vp5w; 
vr7b=v7sb./v7w; 
vr7s=v7s./v7w; 
vr 1 Ob=v 1 Osb ./v 1 Ow; 
vr1Os=vlOs./v1Ow; 

%Log of Ratios 
lvr2b=log(vr2b); 
lvr5b=log(vr5b); 
lvr2s=log(vr2s); 
lvr5s=log(vr5s); 
lvrls=log(vrl s); 
h-1 b=log(vrl b); 
Ivrp5s=log(vrp5s); 
lvrp5b=log(vrp5b); 
lvr7b=log(vr7b); 
lvr7s=log(vr7s); 
lvrl Ob=log(vrl Ob); 
lvr 1 0s=10g(vr10s); 

%Transducer Separation Distances in cm 
d5=2.014*2.54; 
d2=1.982*2.54; 
dl=l.984*2.54; 
dp5=4.7; 
d7=1.717*2.54; 
d10=1.704*2.54; 
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%Calculate Attenuation 
as2b=-1 .O.*(lvr2b./d2); 
as5s=-l.O.*(lvr5s./d5); 
as2s=-1 .O.*(lvr2s./d2); 
as5b=-1 .O.*(lvr5b./d5); 
asls=-l.O.*(lvrls./dl); 
aslb=-l.O.*(lvrlb./dl); 
asp5s=-l.O.*(lvrp5s./dp5); 
asp5b=-1 .O.*(hrp5b./dp5); 
as7s=-1 .O.*(lvr7s./d7); 
as7b=-1 .O.*(lvr7b./d7); 
aslOs=-l.O.*(lvrlOs./dlO); 
aslOb=-l.O.*(lvrlOb./dlO); 

OhNormalize attenuation by P2 
%as2b=as2b./(fs2b.*2); 
%as5s=as5s./(fw5.*2); 
%as2s=as2s./(fs2.“2); 
%as5b=as5b./(fs5b.“2); 
%asls=asls./(fs1.“2) 
%aslb=aslb./(fslb.“2) 
%asp5s=asp5s./(fsp5.“2) 
%asp5b=asp5b./(fsp5b.*2) 
%as7s=as7s./(fiv7.“2); 
%as7b=as7b./(fs7b.“2); 
%as10s=as10s./(fw10.A2); 
%as10b=as10b./(fs10b.A2); 

%Use one set of fkequencies per transducer to make plots 
f5=fiv5; 
f5b=fs5b; 
f2=fs2; 
f2b=fs2b; 
fl=fsl; 
flb=fslb; 
fp5=fsp5; 
fp5b=fsp5b; 
fl=fw7; 
f7b=fs7b; 
flO=tilO; 
flOb=fslOb; 

%Plot Results 
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loglog(f2,as2s,‘w+‘) 
hold on 
loglog@b,as2b,‘w-‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fQ.s5s,‘r+‘) 
hold on 
loglog(f5b&b,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fl ,asl s,‘g+‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fl b,asl b,‘g-‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(fp5,asp5s,‘b+‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(fp5b,asp5b,‘b-‘) 
hold on 
loglog(f7,as7s,‘g+‘) 
hold on 
loglog(flb,as7b,‘b-‘) 
hold on 
loglog( fl 0,as 1 Os,‘y+‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fl Ob,as lOb,‘b-‘) 
hold on 
%axis([l.Oe6 l.Oe7 l.Oe-17 l.Oe-131) 
title(‘Attenuation Results’) 
xlabel(‘Frequency (Hz)‘) 
ylabel(‘Attenuation (Npkm)‘) 
%loglog(fl Or,asl Or,‘ro’) 
hold on 

************************Er\sD OF SGL1.M ********************************* 

%Program to calculate attenuation by FFT 
%of a5% Solution 
%( 15 8 micron diameter polystyrene beads) 
% 2” in Plexiglas test cell 
%This program plots FFT and toneburst results 
%(called STYRENE5.m) 

%Load 0.5 MHz water data 
%load s3wp5.dat 
%fwpS=[s3wpS(:,l)]; 
%dbmp5w=[s3wp5(:,2)]; 
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%Load 0.5 MHz slurry data 
%load s3sp5.dat 
%fsp5=[s3sp5(:,1)]; 
%dbmp5s=[s3sp5(:,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz water data 
load sty5 lw.dat 
nlw=max(size(sty5lw)); 
fkl=[sty5lw(O.l8*nlw:0.3*nlw,1)]; 
vlwag=[sty5lw(O.18*nlw:0.3*nlw,2)]; 

%Load 1 .O MHz slurry data 
load sty5 1 s.dat 
n 1 s=max(size(sty5 1 s)); 
fsl=[sty5ls(0.18*nls:0.3*nls,l)]; 
vlsag=[sty5ls(O.l8*nls:0.3*nls,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz water data 
load sty52w.dat 
n2w=max(size(sty52w)); 
fk2=[sty52w(O.3*n2w:O.5*n2w,1)]; 
v2wag=[sty52w(0.3*n2w:0.5*rQw,2)]; 

%Load 2.25 MHz slurry data 
load sty52s.dat 
rGs=max(size(sty52s)); 
fs2=[sty52s(o.3*rl2s:o.5*n2s,1)]; 
v2sag=[sty52s(0.3*rGs:0.5*n2s,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz water data 
load sty55w.dat 
n5w=max(size(sty55w)); 
ti5=[sty55w(0.25*n5w:0.5*n5w,l)]; 
v5wag=[sty55w(0.25*n5w:0.5*nSw,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz slurry data 
load sty55s.dat 
n5s=max(size(sty55s)); 
fs5=[sty55s(0.25*n5s:0.5*n5s,l)]; 
v5sag=[sty55s(0.25*n5s:0.5*n5s,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz (repeat) water data 
Ohload sty55w.dat 
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%nSwx=rnax(size(sty55w)); 
%fw5r=[tc305wr(0.25*n5wr:O.5*n5wr,l)]; 
%v5wagr-[tc305wr(0.25*n5wr:0.5*n5wr,2)]; 

%Load 5.0 MHz (repeat) slurry data 
%load tc305sr.dat 
%n5smmx(size(tc305sr)); 
%fs5r=[tc305sr(0.25*n5sr:0.5*n5sr,l)]; 
%v5sagr=[tc305sr(0.25*n5sr:0.5*n5sr,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz water data 
load sty57wdat 
n7w=max(size(sty57w)); 
fw7=[sty57w(0.40*n7w:0.8O*n7w,l)]; 
v7wag=[sty57w(0.40*n7w:0.8O*n7w,2)]; 

%Load 7.5 MHz slurry data 
load sty57s.dat 
n7s=max(size(sty57s)); 
fs7=[sty57s(0.40*n7s:0.80*n7s,l)]; 
v7sag=(sty57s(0.40*n7s:0.8O*n7s,2)]; 

%Load 10.0 h4Hz water data 
load sty5 1 Ow.dat 
nlOw=max(size(sty51Ow)) 
f?v1O=[sty51Ow(0.60*n1Ow:0.98*n1Ow,1)]; 
vlOwag=[sty51Ow(0.60*nlOw:0.98*n10w,2)]; 

%Load 10.0 MHz slurry data 
load sty5 1 Os.dat 
n 1 Os=max(size(styS 10s)); 
fslO=[sty51Os(0.60*nlOs:0.98*n10s,1)]; 
vlOsag=[sty510s(0.60*nlOs:0.98*n10s,2)]; 

%Comect Voltages for Receiver Attenuation and gain 
vlwpvlwag./(lO.*((40-52)/20)); 
v7wg=v7wag./( 10.“((40-48)/20)); 
v5wg=v5wag./(l0.*((40-44)/20)); 
%vp5wg=vp5wag./(l0.*((40-36)/20)); 
v2wg=v2wag./( 10.*((40-52)/20)); 
%v5wgr=v5wag-r./(10.*((40-50)/20)); 
vl Owg=vl Owag./( 10.*((40-40)/20)); 
%v10wgr-Y10wagr./(10.*((40-40)/20)); 
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vl sg=vl sag./( 10.*((40-52)/20)); 
v7sg=v7sag./( 10.*((40-28)/20)); 
v5sg=v5sag./( 10.*((40-30)/20)); 
%vp5sm5s a / 10.*((40-36)/20)); g. ( 
v2sg=v2sag./( 10.*((40-52)/20)); 
%v5sgx=v5 sa / 10.“((40-10)/20)); gr. ( 
v 1 Osg=v 1 Osag./( 10.*((40-20)/20)); 
%v10sgr--v10sagr./(10.*((40-10)/20)); 

%Renaming variables to be less confusing 
vlw=vlwg; 
v7w=v7wg; 
v5w=v5wg; 
%vp5w=vp5wg; 
v2w=v2wg; 
%v5wl=v5wgr; 
v 1 ow=v 1 owg; 
%v 1 OWFV 1 owgr; 

vls=vlsg; 
v7Fv7sg; 
vsFv5sg; 
%vp5s=vp5sg; 
v2s=v2sg; 
%v5sr=v5sgr; 
v1os=v1osg; 
%v 1 osx=v 1 osgr; 

OhVoltage ratios 
vrl=vls./vlw 
vr7=v7s./v7w; 
vr5=v5s./v5w; 
%vrp5=vp5s./vp5w; 
vr2=v2s./v2w; 
%vr5r-v5sr./v5wr; 
vr1o=v1os./v1ow; 
%vrl OI=V 1 Osr./v 1 Owr; 

%Log of Ratios 
lvrl=loglo(vrl) 
lvr7=log 1 O(vr7); 
lvr5=logl O(vr5); 
%1vrp5=10g10(vrp5); 
lvr2=log 1 O(vr2); 
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%lvr5r=log 1 O(vr5r); 
1vr10=10g10(vT10); 
%lvrlOr-loglO(vrlOr); 

%Transducer Sep aration Distances in cm 
%dp5=4.941*2.54; 
d1=2.008*2.54 
d2=1.995*2.54; 
%d5r=1.998*2.54; 
d5=1.995*2.54; 
d7=1.719*2.54; 
d10=1.700*2.54; 
%dlOr=1.770*2.54; 

%Calculate Attenuation 
asl=-l.O.*(lvrl./dl); 
as7=-1 .O.*(lvr7./d7); 
as5=-1 .O.*(lvr5./dS); 
%asp5=- 1 .O.*(lvrp5./dp5); 
as2=-1 .O.*(lvr2./d2); 
%as5r=- 1 .O.*(lvr5r./d5r); 
aslO=-l.O.*(lvrlO./dlO); 
%as1Or=-1.0.*(lvr10r./d1Or); 

OhMultiply by 2.302 to rectify with natural log calculation, i.e. put in Np/cm 
asl=2.302.*asl 
as7=2.302.*as7; 
as5=2.302.*as5; 
%asp5=2.302.*asp5 
as2=2.302.*as2 
%as5r=2.302.*as5r; 
as10=2.302.*aslO; 
%aslOr=2.302.*aslOr; 

%Use one set of frequencies per transducer to make plots 
%fp5=fkp5; 
fl=fkl; 
f2=fiv2; 
f5=fw5 
f7=h7; 
flO=ftvlO; 
%f5r=fk5r; 
%fl OFfwl Or; 
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%Load simulation data 
load theo.dat 
ff=[theo(:,l)]; 
a@[theo(:,2)]; 
%ff-ff* 1 .Oe6; 

%Toneburst results (for comparison) entered as arrays. The “fb#” stands for 
%Frequency of toneBurst for # MHz transducer. The “ab#” stands for Attenuation 
%of toneBurst for # MHz transducer. 
fb=[3.Oe6 3.2e6 3.25e6 3.3e6 3.4e6 3.5e6 3.6e6 3.7e6 3.75e6 3.8e6 3.9e6 4.2e6]; 
ab=(O. 15 0.211 0.228 0.256 0.331 0.429 0.636 0.9197 1.22 1.200 1.53 1.841; 
fb2=[0.65e6 0.70e6 0.75e6 0.80e6 0.85e6 0.90e6 0.95e6 l.Oe6 1.05e6 l.lOe6 1.15e6 
1.20e6]; 
ab2=[0.0123 0.0101 0.00943 0.0133 0.0260 0.0103 0.00963 0.0128 0.00327 0.00508 
0.00884 0.006961; 
fb3=[3.00e6 3.25e6 3.50e6 3.75e6 3.80e6 3.85e6 3.90e6 3.95e6]; 
ab3=[0.1714 0.2607 0.3502 1.402 1.6517 2.1846 2.6537 2.90891; 
fb4=[4.604.65 4.704.75 4.804.85 4.904.95 5.00 5.05 5.10 5.15 5.20 5.25 5.30 5.35 5.40 
5.45 5.50 5.55 5.60 5.65 5.70 5.75 5.80 5.85 5.90 5.95 6.006.05 6.10 6.15 6.201; 
fb4=fIb4* l.Oe6; 
ab4=[4.56 4.45 4.81 4.78 4.68 4.76 4.68 4.15 3.87 3.35 3.10 2.84 2.67 2.45 2.42 2.33 
2.26 2.24 2.202.16 2.202.33 2.41 2.54 2.74 2.94 3.21 3.51 4.05 4.56 4.99 5.00 5.201; 
f%5=[6.50 6.55 6.60 6.65 6.70 6.75 6.80 6.85 6.90 6.95 7.00 7.05 7.10 7.15 7.20 7.25 7.30 
7.35 7.40 7.45 7.50 7.55 7.60 7.65 7.70 7.75 7.80 7.85 7.90 7.95 8.001; 
fbS=fb5* l.Oe6; 
ab5=[5.002 4.969 4.933 4.986 5.037 5.096 4.956 4.856 4.834 4.715 4.601 4.503 4.326 
4.239 3.714 3.674 3.404 3.444 3.175 3.355 3.334 3.346 3.278 3.333 3.484 3.593 3.903 
4.119 4.648 5.25 1 5.3381; 
%fb6=[4.10 4.15 4.20 4.25 4.30 4.35 4.40 4.45 4.50 4.55 4.60 4.65 4.70 4.75 4.80 4.85 
4.90 4.95 5.001; 
%fb6=fb6* 1 .Oe6; 
%ab6=[2.899 2.994 3.096 3.058 3.029 3.051 3.061 3.222 3.301 3.253 3.328 3.311 3.278 
3.452 3.457 3.409 3.465 3.427 3.3711; 
fb7=[3.50 3.55 3.60 3.65 3.75 3.803.85 3.90 3.95 4.004.05 43104.15 4.204.25 4.30 
4.35 4.40 4.45 4.501; 
fb7=fb7*1.0e6; 
ab7=[0.4217 0.5237 0.6217 0.7975 1.337 1.542 1.948 2.389 3.085 3.918 4.075 4.168 
4.478 4.398 4.225 4.418 4.566 4.301 4.478 4.6561; 

%Plot Results 
%loglog(fp5,asp5,‘ro’) 
%hold on 
loglog(fl ,as 1 ,‘b+‘) 
hold on 
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loglog(f2,as2,‘g+‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(f5r,as5r,‘r-‘) 
%hold on 
loglog(f5,as5,‘b+‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(f7,as7,‘w+‘) 
%hold on 
%loglog(flO,as 1 O,‘y+‘) 
%hold on 
loglog(ff,af,‘r-‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(fb,ab,‘g*‘) 
%hold on 
%loglog(fb2,ab2,‘g*‘) 
%hold on 
loglog(fb3,ab3,‘g*‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fb4,ab4,‘g*‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fb5,ab5,‘g*‘) 
hold on 
%loglog(fb6,ab6,‘g*‘) 
hold on 
loglog(fb7,ab7,‘ro1) 
hold on 
axis([l.Oe5 2.0e7 l.Oe-3 l.Oel]) 
title(‘Attenuation Results--5% polystyrene in 2” cell ‘) 
xlabel(‘Frequency (Hz)‘) 
ylabel(‘Attenuation (Npkm)‘) 
%loglog(fl Or,asl Or,‘ro’) 
hold on 

************************E~ OF STmm5.M **************************** 

%Program to calculate the mean and standard deviation of 
%the size measurements made on bubbles(getierated both by 
Ohaerator stone and electrolysis)using the video imaging systems. 
%These measurements are then used to calculate a size distribution. 
% Program is called ” bub1size.m” 

%Enter the aerator bubble measurements as arrays (bubble stream data) 
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daers~=[179189171183154156150157558558550552414427410419452454 
45144122822822122425272625196201183190588603580584134141137 
125213213210216199204194196]; 
maerstrm=mean(daerstnn); 
sigaerstrm=std(daerstrm,l); 

%data for aerator bubbles mixed 
daermix=[378381373 37551535045 140147138150162168160163 175 173 174 
180204199 192201166 169149161171161159168 164156 155 59 171 164 166166 
106 113 101102 164166 1601571; 
maermix-mean(daermix) 
sigaermix=std(daermix, 1) 

%Enter the electrolysis bubble measurements as arrays (bubble stream data) 
deles~=[54585252605863633439403636343534343636~401719212356 
5658503641363828323229494752485652535345454749495252496467 
686667717066263032325460555734363935]; 
melestrm=mean(delestrm); 
sigelestrm=std(delestnn, 1); 
%Data for electrolysis mixed in the cell 
delemix=[32303333858586893230383383838882414143432824272738 
3840406868656224262826434548469490979064646764454747473236 
3533535150515653515226262424494947491201181211184343444236 
3440357375707166717468383636337168687136343741616161626165 
636630303129302627297781797910910310910561576157107111107 
107575761612026242487858887404041395757555232323634464850 
4469656970262427254646464628303132535357524440434471736970 
8789909355554752464240374844484461615959403841383434383634 
34 33 33 75 73 67 731; 
melemix=mean(delemix) 
sigelemix=std(delemix, 1) 

%delemix2=[ 6161616261656366303031293026272977817979109103109 
10561576157107111107107575761612026242487858887404041395757 
5552323236344648504469656970262427254646464628303132535357 
5244404344717369708789909355554752464240374844484461615959 
403841383434383634343333757367731; 
%melemix2=mean(delemix2) 
%sigelemix2=std(delemix2,1) 

OhCalculate Bubble Size distribution 
%Set up “bins” s u c h that all bubbles in a bin are within 10 micron of bin diameter 
rad=[O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 901; 
nrad=[O 0.1198 0.4101 0.2581 0.1429 0.04608 0.02304 0 0 0 1; 
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OhPlot results 
plot(rad, nrad,‘-.‘) 
ylabel(‘number fraction of bubbles’) 
xlabel(‘radius (micron)‘) 
axis([O 100 0 0.51) 

************************* Em OF BmLSEE.M *************************** 
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The attenuation data presented in this study are obtained using a number of 

different combinations of transducers, mixing vessels, data acquisition methods, and 

slurry types. It is not obvious, upon examination of a given set of attenuation data, that it 

may have been collected from a slurry placed in more than one vessel (different acoustic 

v pathlengths) and interrogated by more than one set of transducers. Therefore, a coding 

system is established to facilitate the acquisition of this information for every 

experimentally obtained set of data in this work. Each experimental figure has an 

experimental parameter number at the end of the figure caption. The experimental code 

has the following format: 

All codes begin with the letter “E” (for Experimental Parameter Series) followed by four 

digits, shown above by the Roman numerals I through IV. Each Roman numeral refers to 

an experimental set up parameter category shown in Tables Dl to D4.. Each category in 

Tables Dl through D4 has all the combinations of that parameter used in this study 

marked by a specific Arabic numeral. Thus the sequence of Arabic numerals following 

the “E” in the experimental code gives the pertinent information about the mixing vessels, 

transducers, etc. employed in obtaining that data set. 
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Category1 ---em------ Transducer Combinations 

1 ---- 0.5 MHZ, 1.0 MHz, 2.25 MHz, 5.0 MHz, 7.5 MHz, and 10.0 MHz 

2 ----- 1.0 MHz, 2.25 MHz, 5.0 MHz, 7.5 MHz, and 10.0 MHz 

3 ----- 1 .O MHz, 2.25 MHz, 5.0 MHz 

4 ----- 1.0 MHz, 2.25 MHz 

5 ----- 1.0 MHz, 2.25 MHz, 5.0 MHz, 7.5 MHz 

6 ----- 2.25 MHz, 5.0 MHz 

‘able D. 1: Transducer combinations employed to obtain attenuation data in 
the various slurries investigated in this study. 

II Category ----------- Experimental Method Combinations 
1 ----- Toneburst Method 
2 ----- Pulse/FFT Method 
3 ----- Both Techniques 

Table D.2: Experimental method combinations employed to obtain 
attenuation data in the various slurries investigated in this 
study. 

Category III ----------- Mixing Vessel/Test Cell 

Combinations 

1 ----- %” (1.27 cm) Plexiglas Test Cell 

2 ----- 1” (2.54 cm) Plexiglas Test Cell 

3 ----- 2” (5.08 cm) Plexiglas Test Cell 

4 ----- 4” (10.2 cm) Plexiglas Test Cell 

5 ----- %” and 1” Plexiglas Test Cells 

I I 
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1 

6 ---- 1” and 2” Plexiglas Test Cells 

7 -w--w %I”, l”, and 2” Plexiglas Test Cells 

8 ----- %” and 4” Plexiglas Test Cells 

9 ----- 4” and 1” Plexiglas Test Cells 

0 -_--- 1.6 L PVC Mixing Vessel 

Table D.3: Experimental mixing vessel/test cell combinations employed 
J 

to obtain attenuation data in the various slurries investigated in 
this study. 

Category IV ----------- Slurries Investigated 
1 --e-v Soda-Lime Glass Beads (small beads) in Water 
2 ---mm Potter’s Beads in Glycerin/Water 
3 --m-w Polystyrene Beads in Water 

Table D.4: Various slurries investigated in this study. 

An example of the interpretation of this coding system could be in the case shown 

in Figure 4.2, where we have a set of data labeled as E2363. This code implies the 

Experimental set up where the 1.0, 2.25, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MHz transducers are used - 

(Table D. 1, item #2) in both the Toneburst and Pulse/FFT techniques (Table D.2, item 

#3) to obtain attenuation data in the 1” and 2” Plexiglas test cells (Table D.3, item #6) for 

a slurry of polystyrene beads in water (Table D.4, item #3). This coding system can be 

. used to determine the experimental parameters relevant to each data set shown in this 

work. 
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Appendix E: Discussion of Transducer Bandwidth 

A parameter which is often discussed in reference to a given ultrasonic transducer 

is the transducer bandwidth. The bandwidth is a term which describes the frequency range 

over which a given transducer will function effectively. It is usually referred to as the “- 6 

dB Bandwidth” and is described in terms of a percentage of the “peak frequency” of the 

transducer. The peak frequency is the frequency at which the FFT frequency spectrum of 

a received pulse (transducer response) displays a maximum. A signal which -6 dB from 

the peak frequency signal has one half of the peak kequency amplitude. As the transducer 

response is usually a bell shaped curve, there will be two frequencies which are -6 dB 

from the peak frequency. One frequency is greater than the center frequency, and one is 

less than the center frequency. The -6 dB bandwidth is the difference between those two 

frequencies divided by the center frequency, times 100 %. That is 

- 6 dB Bandwidth = 
.f##&3 - .&dB x looo/ 

fc 
0, (E.1) 

where f +61B and f-6dB are the frequencies at -6 dB from the center frequency which - 

are greater and less than the center frequency, respectively, and fc is the transducer 

center frequency. For example, a 0.50 MHz transducer with a reported center frequency 

of 0.457 MHz and -6 dB frequencies of 0.61 MHz and 0.305 MHz will have a bandwidth 

of 66.7 %. 
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Notation 

Latin Characters: 

A 
a 
A 
B 
C 

2 V 

: 

; 
g 
h 

i 

j 
k 
k 
N 
n 
P 

4 
R 
r 
r 
S 
T 
t 
u,u 
V 
V 

V 

X 

XYY 

Vector velocity potential, m’/s 
General vector quantity 
Magnitude or scattering coefficient 
Magnitude or scattering coefficient 
Magnitude or scattering coefficient 
Heat capacity at constant pressure, J/gK 
Heat capacity at constant volume, J/gK 
Sound speed, m/s 
Deviator-k stress, Pa or path length, cm 
Base of natural logarithm = 2,718 
Transducer frequency, MHz 
Indicator function 
Spherical Hankel Function 

J-l - 

J-1 or Spherical Bessel Function of First Kind 
Wavenumber, cm-’ 
Vector wavenumber, cm-’ 
Total number of particles or bubbles 

Number of bubbles per unit volume 
Probability Density or Legendre Polynomial 
Heat flux, J/ m’s 
Bubble radius, cm 
Position vector, cm, m 
Bubble or particle radius or position, cm 
Structure factor 
Temperature, K 
Time, s 
Velocity, m/s 
Control volume, cm3, m3s 
Velocity, m/s 
Attenuation, cm“ 
Position coordinate, cm, m 
Position coordinate, cm, m 
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Greek Characters: 

a. = 

P = 

Y = 
= 

; = 

= 
; = 

h = 

P = 

P = 

7T = 

a = 
= 

; = 

0 = 
0 = 
'I: = 

Attenuation coefficient, cm-’ 
Bubble volume fraction or thermal expansion coefficient, l/K 
Ratio of specific heats = C’I Cv 
Error parameter 
Deviatoric stress, Pa or damping coefficient or Dirac delta 
or Kronecker delta 
Parameter 
Radial angle, rad 
Parameter or Lamb constant 
Viscosity, kg/ms or Lamb constant 
Density, g/cm3 
3.14159 
Scalar velocity potential, m2/s 
Azimuthal angle, rad 
Solids volume fraction or scalar velocity potential, m2/s 
Angular Frequency, MHz 
Stress tensor, Pa or surface tension, dyn/cm 
Thermal Conductivity, J/Kcms 

Superscripts and Subscripts: 

C = Compressional 
H20 = Water phase 
iJ = Indicial subscripts 
e = From the energy equation 

eff = Effective value 
EM = Effective Medium 
G = Gas phase 
L = Liquid phase 
meas = Measured value 
P = Particle 
s = solid or shear 
t = thermal 
true = True value 
slurs = slurry 
solid = solid phase 
0 = Initial or equilibrium value 
* = Superscript implying dimensionless quantity 

= Superscript implying quantity evaluated inside a particle. 
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